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The content of my graduation theses is historical development of pension insurance and plans for the
reform in Czech Republic. In historical part I tried to refer to our long-term tradition of legal form of
pension insurance and point out the most significant legal enactments of this branch of law. I also tried
to answer the question if we can prosper from the experience of history when preparing the new pension
reform. In the other part of my work I summarized the deficiency and positive aspects of current pension
system in Czech Republic and also I referred to need to pass a new legal form of pension system with
regards to financial untenability of the system and demographic development. I tried to describe present
political and special endeavors of pension system reform that has been in progress since 1990 and than I
pointed out the current discussion about pension reform.  The object of my work was not to find out the
ideal pension reform, because I think there is no ideal reform, but just to advert to necessity to change
the current system. Decision about the pension reform is very serious theme of social, economical, legal
and especially of political point of view. This kind of decision must be made in accordance with the
whole political spectrum, to achieve the stability of the decision, and of coarse should respect the
analysis and source materials from specialists.
